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She creates her pieces by coiling, a technique that is extremely 

risky in her case as it involves making a completely open structure 

and creating a balancing game between voids and solids. Once 

the piece has been built up in this way, the other difficulty to 

be faced is sanding the leather-hard clay by hand. This stage 

requires immense precision and delicacy – a single clumsy move 

can prove fatal. Dorothée is adept at this risky process, where 

her skill as a cellist is no doubt also called into play.  

The piece is then given layer after layer of a highly-diluted 

pigment solution to obtain a saturated hue. Intense colour, bright 

and pure, is also what makes this work so powerful. The colours 

range from black to white, via blood red, purple, candy pink, 

orange, royal blue, lemon yellow, bright green and more. As the 

artist explains, “Certain pieces call out for certain colours; the 

choice is not pre-determined. I let myself be led.” 

The void plays a leading role. It’s no mean task for a sculptor to 

play around with the void, mastering and dominating it. Here, 

it is defined by contours, volutes and colour, and adds to the 

dynamic nature of the piece. Matter serves the void, revealing it 

rather than imprisoning it. Hence this immensely positive feeling 

of vitality when faced with one of Dorothée Loriquet’s sculptures. 

That’s rare, and does us a lot of good.

As a small child, Dorothée Loriquet already enjoyed the feel of 

clay and attended a ceramics class in Meudon. But she came from 

a family of musicians, and it was therefore perfectly logical that 

she should also be interested in music. When she began to study 

the cello at the Conservatoire, her interest in ceramics got pushed 

into the background, and it was not until two decades later, after 

much soul-searching, that she found her way back to it.

In 2001, she did a full-time art course with Terre et Feu before 

setting up her own studio in Paris. For the next few years, her 

life revolved entirely around her creativity, and her teaching 

commitments. Various encounters resulted in her moving to the 

Dordogne for a while, and then recently, to a charming house in 

Gennevilliers, back in the Ile de France region. 

While it may have taken Dorothée Loriquet some while to find her 

way, it was thanks to clay that she did so. Clay is what allowed her 

to prove herself and forge her style. The verticality of her earliest 

pieces illustrates this well. It took two to three years’ of gradual, 

intuitive and intelligent research and experimentation before her 

pieces began to twist and turn and spin. And it was through 

these coiling, spiralling, spinning movements, similar to those of 

dance, that she was finally able to give free rein to this creative 

energy which, in her case, cello-playing had merely restrained. 

A R T I S T I C  A P P R O A C H



T H E  W O R K S

There’s nothing static about Dorothée Loriquet’s sculpture. 

Her biomorphic compositions rotate in space while retaining 

a vertebral  d imension,  part icular ly  in  her  most recent 

works. “My main concern is not the contours, but rather the 

empty spaces without which movement would not exist.” 

Indeed, the artist repeats them to the point of breaching the material 

beyond the constraints of gravity. The real difficulty in elaborating 

this construction game is finding and maintaining perfect balance 

throughout to enable the piece to make these turnarounds on 

each anchor point. The spectator therefore sees not one work 

but several, thanks to the varied possibilities of its positioning. 



UNTITLED, 2023

grogged stoneware

42 x 30 x 34 cm





UNTITLED, 2023

grogged stoneware

46 x 35 x 30 cm
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grogged stoneware & oxyde

40 x 33 x 28 cm
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grogged stoneware & oxyde

44 x 32 x 31 cm







“I ’ve always been drawn to abstract forms which fire my 

imagination; I see them everywhere, even in my plate. I endeavour 

to give a little order to all this, but I’m not aware of everything I 

express, thank goodness, and that’s no doubt what makes my work 

both possible and intelligible. When I handle clay, my mind can 

finally come to rest. Sculpture is more than an accomplishment for 

me; it’s a spatial expression of the passage from shadow to light, 

from interior to exterior. The invisible, which owes its emergence 

to our deepest origins, is found in this tangible passage between 

two worlds. Music and dance, both of which I used to practice 

extensively, were key sources of inspiration in my ever growing 

desire for freedom. Clay and sculpture succeeded in liberating this 

creative energy, imprisoned by the purist know-how of the past.”  
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